
The Tenacious Bride Surprise: The Lost Mail
Order Bride Agency
Are you ready to embark on a thrilling journey through a forgotten era? Brace
yourself as we unveil the captivating tale of The Tenacious Bride Surprise and
The Lost Mail Order Bride Agency. Get ready to be immersed in a world of
romance, mystery, and unexpected surprises that will keep you hooked till the
very end.

In the early 19th century, when opportunities for women were limited, mail order
bride agencies emerged as a beacon of hope for those seeking a better life.
These agencies connected women from the East to men in the wild west, offering
a chance for love, companionship, and adventure. Amongst the numerous
agencies of the time, one stood out—The Lost Mail Order Bride Agency.

Owned by the enigmatic Miss Evelyn Montgomery, The Lost Mail Order Bride
Agency operated on a mysterious set of principles. Only those persistent and
determined enough were granted the opportunity to find their perfect match. Miss
Montgomery prided herself on her ability to match couples based on their true
compatibility rather than superficial traits.
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The agency gained a reputation for its strict selection process but also for the
incredible success stories that emerged from it. Couples who found love through
The Lost Mail Order Bride Agency often described it as a magical experience,
believing that fate had intervened on their behalf.

The story that gripped hearts across the nation began when Emily, a young
woman from a small town in Virginia, decided to take a leap of faith. Tired of her
monotonous life, she answered an advertisement from The Lost Mail Order Bride
Agency. Emily's determination and resilience shone through in her application,
catching the attention of Miss Montgomery herself.

Emily soon discovered that The Lost Mail Order Bride Agency was not an
ordinary matching service. Instead, it was known for its unique surprises that
awaited the brides upon their arrival at their new homes. Each bride would
receive a secret letter from Miss Montgomery, outlining a special surprise that
their future husband had arranged just for them.

This personalized touch separated The Lost Mail Order Bride Agency from its
competitors. It was a testament to Miss Montgomery's dedication to creating truly
extraordinary matches. The surprises ranged from small gestures to grand
events, all aimed at making the brides feel cherished and loved.

Emily embarked on her journey to the western frontier with equal parts
excitement and trepidation. Little did she know that her surprise would be one
unlike any other. As she arrived at the home of her future husband, she
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discovered that he was none other than Mr. Jacob Wilson, a wealthy
businessman known for his kind heart and adventurous spirit.

But the real surprise lay hidden beneath a picturesque oak tree on Mr. Wilson's
property. Emily's special surprise was an exquisite treehouse where she would
soon reside and build a life with her newfound love. This unique and unexpected
gift left Emily breathless and filled her heart with a love that she had never
imagined possible.

The story of Emily and Mr. Wilson was just one of many extraordinary tales that
The Lost Mail Order Bride Agency had woven into the fabric of history. Miss
Montgomery's thoughtful surprises had transformed the lives of countless men
and women, proving that true love could be found even in the most unexpected
circumstances.

So, dear reader, are you ready to embark on this remarkable journey? The
Tenacious Bride Surprise: The Lost Mail Order Bride Agency promises to bring
the forgotten romance of the past back to life. Through its pages, you will
experience the thrill of love, the allure of mystery, and the power of fate. Get
ready to be captivated as you witness Emily's astonishing journey and the
revelation of her extraordinary surprise.

Join us as we unveil the untold tales of The Tenacious Bride Surprise and explore
the enchanting world of The Lost Mail Order Bride Agency, where love always
finds its way.
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The marriage agency had promised a new beginning but for Jacklyn it brings
danger. Can she survive to find love and a stable home for her sweet daughter
Annie?
FREE with Kindle Unlimited.

Jacklyn has been forced to get a job and feels blessed to leave her daughter with
Rhys. The carpenter has been a miracle but he too was conned by the bridal
agency. Jacklyn is determined to get their money back, or at the very least bring
the culprits to justice.
She continues to investigate and comes across a lead. A missing woman. Could
this be the clue she has needed?
Only rather than answers, Jacklyn finds danger. Will she survive to see the love
before her or will she become the last victim of the Lost Mail Order Bride Agency?

Find out in the Tenacious Bride’s Surprise a sweet and inspirational historical
western romance for FREE on Kindle Unlimited.

Also available:
The Lost Mail Order Bride Agency:
The Scarred Bride and the Handsome Carpenter
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Katie’s Courage
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Cowboys and Brides 11 Romances
The amazing Jamestown Brides series:
Breaking the Chains of the Past
Loves Hardest Choice
Love for the Warrior’s Heart
The Simple Matter of Love
Her Real Wedding
Open Your Heart to Love
And many more bestsellers why not follow Indiana on Amazon
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